Introduction
Private television is now such an integral feature of the French media system that it is hard to believe that it first came into existence little more than a generation ago. It was not until the middle of the 1980s that commercial companies entered the market for the supply of television programming to French audiences in competition with the established public channels. This radical innovation in the organisation of television provision was undoubtedly influenced by a variety of non-political factors, including technological development and social change -to such an extent that in retrospect the legislation that opened up the television system to private actors may seem to have been simply a historic inevitability. Yet the particular substance of the policy decision -and certainly its timing -was largely driven by political concerns. This should come as no surprise since the social, cultural and political functions of television -and in particular the medium's proximity to the state -had long been the subject of virulent contestation in the French political and public spheres (Bourdon, 1999) . In analysing, explaining and evaluating the evolution of private television in France from its inception up to the present day, this chapter maintains a focus on the central role of politics. In particular, our analysis emphasises the importance of intervention by the executive through its control of the policymaking process and highlights the close interlinkages between political and media elites which have been such a notable and long-standing feature of the television landscape in France. The chapter is divided into three sections. The first examines the origins and growth of private television in the analogue age. Part two focuses on the role of private television in the contemporary digital era. The final section considers selected key aspects of the interdependence between politics and private television in France.
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The origins and growth of private television in the analogue age From a systemic perspective, the history of French television can be usefully analysed in terms of three successive phases of development: state monopoly, commercial competition and the multichannel digital era respectively. In the first phase, which lasted from the origins of the medium's social implantation after the end of the Second World War right up until 1982, television was organised as a state monopoly: no commercial company was allowed to run a private channel to compete against the state-managed services. During this period there was a strong consensus among political elites across the ideological spectrum in support of the legal framework of the monopoly, in part because of the normative dominance of the Jacobin value system that prioritised the concept of a strong, centralised state as the optimal guarantor of social cohesion and economic progress and in part because the broadcasting monopoly facilitated governmental control of mass audience television news output (Kuhn, 1995) . As a result, projects to launch a commercial channel in the 1960s and 1970s failed to achieve much political support, despite (or perhaps because of) the Gaullist government's decision to introduce advertising on state television in 1968 as a complementary revenue stream to licence fee income. Even in 1974 when the first non-Gaullist president of the Fifth Republic, Valéry Giscard d'Estaing, controversially decided to break up the state broadcasting corporation, the ORTF, into institutionally separate entities (including three competing television companies), he did not pursue the option of establishing a private channel, largely because the Gaullist party -which formed the bulk of his parliamentary majority -still continued to favour the retention of the monopoly (Bachmann, 1997) . At the end of the 1970s, therefore, French viewers could choose between the programme output of a mere three channels -TF1, Antenne 2 and FR3 -whose CEOs were all appointed directly by the state and in practice by the president.
It was not until after the election of François Mitterrand to the presidency in 1981 that the monopoly in television programming was definitively abandoned as part of a broader attempt to liberalise broadcasting both politically and economically (Sauvage and Veyrat-Masson, 2012: 161-195) . The legislative reform introduced the following year by the new Socialist government (la loi Fillioud) opened up the possibility for the creation of commercially owned television companies and thus ushered in the second phase of French television's development. Competition to the existing state channels came first from a pay-television terrestrial network, Canal+, launched in 1984 and then from two new, free-to-air, terrestrial channels, la Cinq and M6 (originally called TV6), which came on stream in 1986. Canal+ was the brainchild of a close political advisor to Mitterrand, André Rousselet, who saw the opportunity of using a vacant transmission network for the establishment of
